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Car Dealer
Manufacturer
Installer
£900k
| Business&Finance
£200k | Asset Based Solutions
This company manufactures and installs stairways,
predominantly for the construction industry - It has
developed an excellent reputation with its clients
over the years, but the company was having to turn
work away due to a lack of working capital
Reward organised an ABS facility which combines an
IF facility and loan arrangement - The business
repaid a much more expensive loan by using
Reward’s cash but also has been able to generate
more working capital from their ledger
This has resulted in increased turnover, because the
company can now confidently take on the bigger
and more profitable orders, that previously they
were reticent to accept

Food Importer
£215k | Business Finance

Bakery
£170k | Business Finance

A husband-and-wife team have run a successful
business importing seafood, which is then
processed, packed, and frozen in their own
fully accredited premises

An award-winning bakery developed a range of
products after discovering their son had multiple
food allergies and there was a lack of choice
to cater for his needs

Over the last 25 years they have built up a
solid business, with an impressive turnover,
and healthy profits

They created a range which was not only gluten free
but dairy, egg, soya and peanut free too - These
are sold in wholefood shops, specialist grocers,
restaurant, pubs and hotels

The bank advised the business that it did not fit
the criteria it wished to support and it needed
to look elsewhere for funding
Having been introduced by a well-known broker,
we quickly arranged the refinance to replace
the overdraft and import facility

As they grew, they arranged several alternative
debt facilities
Reward arranged funding to provide a simple
solution that provides additional working capital
to facilitate continued growth

